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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 82 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.2in.This book teaches you how to work in Nmap -
a powerful open-source network security tool. Nmap is the de facto standard for network mapping
and port scanning and allows network administrators to discover hosts and services on a computer
network, manage network inventory, create a map of the network, and much more. You will learn
how to install Nmap, how to run and interpret a scan, how to discover open ports, services and
operating system versions, scan UDP ports. . . The topics covered in this book are: basic networking
terms and concepts brief overview of Nmap and its advantages downloading and installing Nmap
on Windows and Linux running a simple port scan and interpreting the results discovering online
hosts and their operating system versions more advanced Nmap usage - tracing packets, saving
Nmaps output, scanning UDP ports executing scripts working in Nmap GUI - Zenmap This item
ships from La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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This pdf may be really worth a study, and much better than other. I could possibly comprehended every thing out of this composed e ebook. You will not
sense monotony at anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for regarding when you check with me).
-- Elz a  Gusikowski-- Elz a  Gusikowski

A high quality pdf and also the typeface used was exciting to see. it absolutely was writtern really properly and useful. I am quickly could get a delight of
looking at a composed pdf.
-- Justina  K unz e-- Justina  K unz e
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